2011 World Subud Council Meeting
AFFILIATE / ACTIVITY REPORT
Name and Affiliate/Activity

Subud Youth Activies International

YOUR ROLE/WORK
How do you see your role?
What has been your main
focus?

The main focus of SYAI is to provide support to youth coordinators and
youth (in each area). SYAI also view their role as being a link between
the WSA and the youth.

PROJECTS/NETWORKING
Please report on important
developments or projects and
any international networking.

- SYAI has been strongly supporting the upcoming Human Force camp
and Yes Quest both in Indonesia. SYAI has also been assisting the
management of the upcoming Yes Quest. Area 1 Co-Oordinators have
eben strongly involved in publicity and promotion for the upcoming
Quest and developingknowledge about the planning that goes into a
YesQuest.
-SYAI has also been approached to support an English school in
Moldova.
-SYAI has also been approached to assist in developing a program for
Youth to attend the upcoming Australian Congress.

STRENGTHS/

Strengths :Developing links with other wings and persons that can
assist the work of SYAI.
Weaknesses : Internal Communication for some of team a lack of rôle
definition and direction.

WEAKNESSES
What are the strengths and
weaknesses of your
affiliate/activity at this time?
COLLABORATION
How do you see the
possibilities for working with
other affiliates/ activities? Or
for better collaboration within
the WSA?

There are currently email discussions about this, possibilities are being
explored. With ongoing communication these posibilities can be more
clearly defined and concrete ways for SYAI to collaborate with other
wings established.

COMMENTS
Any other comments?
WSC MEETING
What would you like to see
addressed at the 2011 WSC
meeting?

Discussion and clarification about the IYTF application process
(between SYAI and WSC finance).
Exploration of ways SYAI can continue to contribute to WSA and work
with other wings.

